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Abstract. Prioritization is the process of deciding the relative importance

or urgency of things or objects. It helps to focus on the objectives and goals
in an efficient way. Prioritized flow problems are applicable for large scale

disaster management problems. In this work, we introduce the priority based

multi-commodity flow problem and develop a mathematical model. We also
present a polynomial time algorithm to solve it.
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1. Introduction

Network flow models are widely used to solve real life problems since last sixty decades.
Ford and Fulkerson [4] introduced the maximum static as well as dynamic flow problem
in which maximum amount of flow is shifted from the source node to the sink node.
To transship the flow with priority, Minieka [8] introduced the lexicographic maximum
static flow problem and presented polynomial time algorithm to solve it. Megiddo [7]
studied this problem in single source and multi sink network. Hamacher and Tufekci [5]
presented evacuation problem as a lexicographic min cost flow problem and presented an
algorithm based on time expanded network. They divided the building in to different
prioritized zone and evacuate with successive higher priority zones as quickly as possible.
The first polynomial time algorithm to solve lexicographic maximum dynamic flow and
quickest transshipment problems are introduced by the same authors in [6]. Pyakurel and
Dempe [9] introduced the prioritized maximum flow problem with contraflow approach
and presented polynomial time algorithm with intermediate storage.

Multi-commodity flow problem concerns with the transshipment of more than one
commodities from respective sources to corresponding sinks without violating capacity
constraints on the arcs where as maximum multi-commodity flow problem deals with
the transshipment of maximum number of objects. Fleischer and Skutella [3] generalized
the dynamic flow problem introduced by Ford and Fulkerson [4] to the case of a multi-
commodity network. The static multi-commodity flow problem is solved in polynomial-
time by using the ellipsoid or interior point method. For detail illustration in single and
multi-commodity flows, we refer to [1, 2, 3, 10].

In this work, we introduce the model for the prioritized multi-commodity flow problem.
After mathematical formulation of prioritized multi-commodity flow problem in Section 2,
we present polynomial time algorithm to solve the problem in Section 3. We conclude it
in Section 4.

2. Mathematical Formulation of Flow Model

The multi-commodity flow problem with priority order concerns with the transship-
ment of distinctly categorized objects from their respective sources to corresponding sinks
without violating the capacity constraints through a given network topology.
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2.1. Notations. Let N = (V,A,K, u, di, S,D) be a network topology with node set V ,
arc set A ⊆ V × V , and the set of commodities K = {1, 2, ...., k}. The non-negative
capacity function u : A→R+ limits the flow of commodities. We use n and m to denote
the number of nodes and arcs in N . The demands for each commodity i ∈ K, denoted by
di, is routed through a unique source-sink pair (si, ti), where si ∈ S ⊂ V and ti ∈ D ⊂ V
and S ∩D = ∅. The flow function is defined by x : A→R+, where xie represents the flow
of commodity i on arc e.

2.2. Priority order. Prioritization reflects the importance of things or objects which
may depend on its objective and goal. For example, in case of disasters, priority is given
according to case sensitive like critically insured, minor insured, old aged people and
pregnant women or with babies, normal people and shifted on respective destinations
like well equipped hospitals, health centers, care centers and safe shelters, respectively.
Thus, the problem becomes a multi-commodity flow problem with commodity priority,
where commodities are transshipped from respective sources (collection centers si) to
corresponding sinks (destinations ti) without violating capacity constraints on the arcs.

We define the commodity priority ordering function P : K → Z+ such that P(i) ≺
P(i + 1) ∀i ∈ K, where P(1) represents the commodity with first priority that is to be
transshipped from s1 to t1 and so on. If more than one commodities are to be entering on
an arc, then commodity of first priority P(1) enters at first, and if flow of first commodity
is strictly less than arc capacity, then commodity of second priority P(2) is to be entered
and so on with successive order.

The priority ordering in term of path flow is as follows. Let Pi be a set of paths of
commodity i (i.e. objects of priority group i). The bottleneck capacity of path P ∈ Pi is

νiP = min{ue | e ∈ P}.

The prioritized flow on bundle arc e with priority order is

xie =

{
ν1P if i = 1

min{ue −
∑i−1

m=1 x
m
e , νiP } if i ≥ 2

∀P ∈ Pi.(2.1)

2.3. Prioritized flow model. A static multi-commodity flow x for the given network N
is the sum of all nonnegative static flows xi defined by the functions xi : A→R+ for each
commodity i satisfying the prioritized flow function (2.1) and constraints (2.2 - 2.3).

∑
e∈Aout

v

xie −
∑

e∈Ain
v

xie =


di if v = si
−di if v = ti

0 otherwise
∀i ∈ K(2.2)

0 ≤ xe =
∑
i∈K

xie ≤ ue ∀e ∈ A(2.3)

The sets Ain
v = {(w, v) | w ∈ V } and Aout

v = {(v, w) | w ∈ V } denote the set of incoming
arcs to node v and outgoing arcs from node v, respectively, such that Aout

D = ∅ and
Ain

S = ∅. Third condition of the constraints in (2.2) are flow conservation constraints
for each commodity at intermediate nodes and the net flow is presented in the remaining
conditions. The constraints in (2.3) are bundle constraints bounded by arc capacities.

3. Commodity prioritized multi-commodity flow

Prioritization is the sequentially deciding the importance of the objects. Minieka [8]
has shown the existence of lexicographic flow in static network. For given set of sources
{s1, . . . , sk}, he constructed the set of chain of sources Si = {s1, . . . , si} ∀i ∈ K and
proved that the amount of flow leaving the sources Si is simultaneously maximum. Our
model is prioritized multi-commodity flow model where each commodity is to be trans-
shipped from respective source to corresponding sink. So prioritization of sources au-
tomatically prioritize the sink in same order. Together with this, our model also fixes
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the priority of commodities in each bundle arcs where, more than one commodities are
entering on the same arc.

In this section, we introduce the multi-commodity flow problem with commodity pri-
ority and present an algorithm to solve it.

Problem 1. Let N = (V,A,K, u, di, S,D) be the given multi-commodity flow network
with commodity priority order P(i) ≺ P(i + 1) ∀ i ∈ K. Then the prioritized multi-
commodity flow problem is to transship the net flow di from si to ti by using priority order
without violating the capacity constraints on arcs.

To solve this problem, we first prioritize the commodities and set S1 = s1, S2 =
s1 ∪ s2, . . . , Sk = ∪k

i=1si so that S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Sk ⊆ S. While sending flow on bundle
arcs, priority is given as described in Section 2.2. We use lex-max flow algorithm of
Minieka [8] to solve the problem in polynomial time. Here, we present an algorithm to
solve the problem.

Algorithm 1: Commodity prioritized maximum static multi-commodity flow
algorithm

Input : Given multi-commodity network N = (V,A,K, u, di, S,D).
Output: Commodity prioritized multi-commodity flow on N .

(1) Prioritize the commodities such that P(i) ≺ P(i+ 1) ∀i ∈ K.
(2) Define S1 = s1, S2 = s1 ∪ s2, . . . , Sk = ∪k

i=1si.
(3) Compute lex-max flow using algorithm of Minieka [8] and priority function

(2.1).

Theorem 3.1. Algorithm 1 solves commodity prioritized maximum static multi-commodity
flow problem efficiently.

Proof. First we prove the feasibility of the theorem. Steps 1 and 2 are feasible which can
be obtained in constant time. The priority function (2.1) is applied in each intermediate
arcs within O(m) times. As lex-max algorithm of Minieka [8] is polynomial time solvable,
Step 3 is also feasible. Next, the optimality of algorithm is dominated by the optamilaty
of Step 3 which provides optimal solution for each Sk = ∪k

i=1si. �

Example 1. Consider a multi-commodity network with three commodities that are to
be transshipped from si to ti for i = 1, 2, 3. While sending flow on bundle arc (v, w), first
priority is given to commodity-1 with bottleneck capacity 4 on the path s1 − v − w − t1.
The remaining capacity on the arc is 11− 4 = 7, so commodity-2 is transshipped through
path s2 − v − w − t2 with flow of 5 units, because the minimum of remaining capacity
of arc and bottleneck capacity of path is 5. Similarly, we can send 2 units of flow on the
path s3 − v −w− t3 for commodity-3. Total amount of prioritized flow for commodity-1,
commodity-2 and commodity-3 are 7, 5 and 6 units, respectively.

4. Conclusion

Transmission of different type of commodities from respective sources to corresponding
sinks with priority order and without violating capacity constraints is the prioritized multi-
commodity flow problem. In this work, we introduced prioritized multi-commodity flow
problem and solved it by using lex-max flow of Minieka [8]. We reduce it to the single
commodity flow problem by using priority ordering of each commodity.
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Figure 1. (a) multi-commodity flow network, (b) solution with priority order.
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